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well as to faith, and which closely connects ethics and
religion.
Freedom—Salvation—is to be found in realization,
and the path is by way of morality. Love, sympathy,
detachment are cardinal virtues of the Middle Path, and
a popular summary is 'to do good, to cease from evil, to
cleanse the mind'.
Yet it remains true that it was his grand personality
rather than any new teaching that made Buddhism a
new movement and sent it on its triumphant mission.
It became the vehicle for Indian culture because it was
essentially Indian—an epitome of the best things in the
older religions; but the impetus came from his contagious
example.
It is clear that the people of his day recognized in him
the realization of familiar ideals. Like others he empha-
sizes Karma and Samsara, like others he offers a way of
salvation, and inculcates meditation, detachment and
gentleness. But in other ways he was the prophet of
a new day, and he fitted the claims of religion to the man
of action. Like the Gita of a later date he told men to find
salvation in their duty—to use their power to help men,
and so to find Reality. Their admiration for him, their
desire to gain merit, as well as his fame and the sanity of
his teachings of the Middle Path attracted rich men and
women who became patrons and lay-adherents. In our
illustration we see a King who is covering a park with
gold pieces to buy it for the Order; and upon it are
already two Viharas or monasteries destined to become
famous. The great frescoes of Ajanta were the work of
painters of a later day working under royal patronage.
Some indeed have inscriptions or the donors, as have many
of the sculptures of Sanchi, Karli, and Barhut Some of
the great craft-guilds also became donors and patrons*
One gateway is the gift of 'The Ivory Workers of Mithila*,
and we get many a glimpse (in the works of the third and
first centuries b.c.) of the organization of these societies,
and of the civilization of these early Buddhist ages.

